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Abstract

In [1], the authors proposed a study on the design of Unknown Inputs
Observer (UIO) for a class of Takagi-Sugeno descriptors systems (TSDS)
with measurable premise variables. The aim of this paper is to extend
this study to a class of TSDS when the premise variables are not mea-
surables. The approach is based on the separation between dynamic
and static relations in the Takagi-Sugeno (T-S) descriptor model. First,
the method used to separate the differential part from the algebraic part
is developed. Secondly, we give an observer design permitting simulta-
neous estimate of the system state and the unknown inputs (UI). Based
on the Lyapunov theory and L2-gain technique, the exponential stabil-
ity conditions of this observer synthesis are given in terms of Linear
Matrix inequalities (LMIs). Finally, a numerical example is introduced
to validate the performance of the proposed UIO design.

Keywords: Takagi-Sugeno descriptor systems, unmeasurable premise vari-
ables, unknown inputs observer, linear matrix inequality
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1 Introduction

It is well known that the monitoring and diagnosis of industrial processes have
taken a major importance in the last two decades. Indeed, the constant re-
quirement in terms of processes reliability and performance has led to the use
of highly nonlinear models to describe the behavior of processes. Consequently,
the resulting models are very complex and the fault diagnosis task based on
the model becomes more difficult to achieve.
In this work, the aim is to propose an UIO design for a class of TSDS with
unmeasurable premise variables where the UI affect both state and output of
the system. Notice that, the basic idea of the T-S approach is to apprehend the
global behavior of a process by a set of local models [2], [3]. The advantage of
such approach relies on the fact that once the T-S fuzzy models are obtained,
some analysis and design tools developed in the linear case can be used, which
facilitates observer or/and controller synthesis for complex nonlinear systems
see for example [4], [5] and the references therein.
On the other hand, descriptor systems variously called implicit systems or sin-
gular systems or differential-algebraic equations (DAEs) have been widely used
in the dynamic processes modeling to describe the behavior of many chemi-
cal and physical processes see for example [6], [7], [8] and [9] and references
therein. This formulation includes both dynamic and static relations. The
numerical simulation of such descriptor models usually combines an ODE nu-
merical method together with an optimization algorithm.
Moreover, the UIO design problem widely used in the area of fault detection
and design of fault tolerant control strategy has received considerable atten-
tion in the literature and is still an active area of research. The recourse to the
use of an UIO is necessary in order to be able to estimate the unknown state
of the process. The basic idea of the UIO approach consists in associating to
each local model a local UIO. The fuzzy observer design is then a convex in-
terpolation of these local observers. Indeed, many works on fuzzy UIO and its
application to fault detection for T-S systems described by ordinary differential
equations (ODEs) exist in the literature. We may cite [10], [11], [12], [13], [14],
[15], [16], [17]. Likewise, for TSDS submitted to UI, several developments exist
in the literature. More precisely, various works dealing with UIO design and
application to fault diagnosis in explicit form were also proposed for implicit
T-S models. These results are based on the singular value decomposition ap-
proach and generalized inverse matrix and consider the output matrix without
nonlinear terms see for example [18], [19], [20], [21], [22], [23], [24] and many
references herein. Notice that, generally an interesting way to solve the various
fuzzy UIO problems raised previously is to write the convergence conditions
on the LMI form [25].
The main contribution of this work is to propose an UIO design for a class
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of TSDS with unmeasurable premise variables allowing the simultaneous esti-
mation of the unknown states and UI. The method is based on the separation
between the differential and algebraic equations in the T-S descriptor model.
Based on the Lyapunov theory and L2-gain technique, the exponential stabil-
ity conditions of the proposed observer are given in terms of LMIs. Besides, for
ease of implementation reasons, the main result of this paper consists in show-
ing that the UIO problem for the considered class of TSDS can be achieved
by using a fuzzy observer having only an ODE structure.
The rest of this work is organized as follows. The structure of the class of
TSDS with unmeasurable premise variables subject to unknown inputs is in-
troduced in section 2. The main result about the UIO design is presented in
section 3. Simulation results to show the good estimation of both state and
UI are given in section 4. Finally, a conclusion is given in section 5.

In this paper, some notations used are fair standard. For example, X >
0 means the matrix X is symmetric and positive definite. XT denotes the
transpose of X. The symbol I (or 0) represents the identity matrix (or zero
matrix) with appropriate dimension.
q∑

i,j=1

µiµj =
q∑

i=1

q∑
i=1

µiµj and

(
X ∗
Z Y

)
=

(
X ZT

Z Y

)
.

2 System description

In this paper, the following class of T-S descriptor systems with unmeasurable
decision variables in presence of unknown inputs is considered:

Eẋ =
q∑

i=1

µi(x)(Aix+Biu+Did)

y =
q∑

i=1

µi(x)(Cix+ Fid)

(1)

where x = [XT
1 XT

2 ]T ∈ Rn is the state vector with X1 ∈ Rn1 is the vector
of differential variables, X2 ∈ Rn2 is the vector of algebraic variables with
n1 + n2 = n, u ∈ Rm is the control input, d ∈ Rr is the unknown control
input, y ∈ Rp is the measured output. E ∈ Rn×n with rank(E) = n1,
Ai ∈ Rn×n, Bi ∈ Rn×m, Ci ∈ Rp×n, Di ∈ Rn×r, Fi ∈ Rp×r, are real known
constant matrices with:

E =

(
I 0
0 0

)
; Ai =

(
A11i A12i

A21i A22i

)
; Bi =

(
B1i

B2i

)
(2)

Ci =
(
C1i C2i

)
; Di =

(
D1i

D2i

)
(3)
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where constant matrices A22i are supposed invertible. q is the number of
sub-models. The µi(x) are the weighting functions that ensure the transition
between the contribution of each sub model:{

Eẋ = Aix+Biu+Did
y = Cix+ Fid

(4)

They verify the so-called convex sum properties:


q∑

i=1

µi(x) = 1

0 ≤ µi(x) ≤ 1 i = 1, . . . , q

(5)

Before giving the main result, let us make the following assumption [6], [21]:

Assumption 2.1 : Suppose that:

• (E, Ai) is regular, i.e. det(sE − Ai) 6= 0 ∀s ∈ C

• All sub-models (4) are impulse observable and detectable.

In order to investigate the UIO design for T-S descriptor system (1), the ap-
proach is based on the separation between differential and algebraic equations
in each sub-model (4) and the global fuzzy model is obtained by aggregation
of the resulting sub-models.
So, using (2) and (3), system (4) can be rewritten as follows:


Ẋ1 = A11iX1 + A12iX2 +B1iu+D1id
0 = A21iX1 + A22iX2 +B2iu+D2id
y = C1iX1 + C2iX2 + Fid

(6)

The form (6) for system (4) is also known as the second equivalent form [6].
From (6) and using the fact that A−1

22i exist, the algebraic equations can be
solved directly for algebraic variables, to obtain:

X2 = −A−1
22iA21iX1 − A−1

22iB2iu− A−1
22iD2id (7)

Substitution of the resulting expression for X2 (equation (7)) in equation (6)
yields the following model:


Ẋ1 = MiX1 +Niu+ Pid
X2 = JiX1 +Kiu+ Lid
y = RiX1 + Siu+ Tid

(8)
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where 

Mi = A11i − A12iA
−1
22iA21i

Ni = B1i − A12iA
−1
22iB2i

Pi = D1i − A12iA
−1
22iD2i

Ji = −A−1
22iA21i

Ki = −A−1
22iB2i

Li = −A−1
22iD2i

Ri = C1i − C2iA
−1
22iA21i

Si = −C2iA
−1
22iB2i

Ti = Fi − C2iA
−1
22iD2i

(9)

The weighting functions µi(x), i = 1, . . . , q can be rewritten as

µi(x) = µi(X1, X2 = JiX1 +Kiu+ Lid) = µi(X1, u, d) = µi(ξ) (10)

with ξ = [XT
1 uT dT ]T .

Then, fuzzy descriptor system (1) can be rewritten in the following equivalent
form: 

Ẋ1 =
q∑

i=1

µi(ξ)(MiX1 +Niu+ Pid)

X2 =
q∑

i=1

µi(ξ)(JiX1 +Kiu+ Lid)

y =
q∑

i=1

µi(ξ)(RiX1 + Siu+ Tid)

(11)

Assumption 2.2 : Suppose that d is considered as an unknown control
input that may slow variation:

ḋ = 0 (12)

with d(0) unknown.

Let define the augmented state vector Z1 = [XT
1 dT ]T and Z2 = X2.

Thus the system (11) can be represented as:



Ż1 =
q∑

i=1

µi(η)(M̃iZ1 + Ñiu)

Z2 =
q∑

i=1

µi(η)(J̃iZ1 +Kiu)

y =
q∑

i=1

µi(η)(R̃iZ1 + Siu)

(13)
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where 

η = [ZT
1 uT ]T

M̃i = =

(
Mi Pi

0 0

)

Ñi = =

(
Ni

0

)
J̃i = =

(
Ji Li

)
R̃i = =

(
Ri Ti

)
(14)

3 Main result

Based on the transformation of the T-S descriptor system (1) into the equiv-
alent form (13), the proposed UIO permitting the estimate of unmeasurable
state and unknown inputs takes the following form:



˙̂
Z1 =

q∑
i=1

µi(η̂)(M̃iẐ1 + Ñiu−Gi(ŷ − y))

Ẑ2 =
q∑

i=1

µi(η̂)(J̃iẐ1 +Kiu)

ŷ =
q∑

i=1

µi(η̂)(R̃iẐ1 + Siu)

(15)

where (Ẑ1, Ẑ2), ŷ and η̂ denote the estimated augmented state vector, the
output vector and the decision variable vector respectively. Gi, i = 1, . . . , q are
the observer gains witch are determined such that (X̂1, X̂2, d̂) asymptotically
converges to (X1, X2, d).
In order to establish the conditions for the asymptotic convergence of the
observer (15), we define the state estimation error:

e =

(
e1
e2

)
=

(
Ẑ1 − Z1

Ẑ2 − Z2

)
(16)

It follows from (8) and (15) that the dynamics of state estimation error e is
given by the differential and algebraic equations:


ė1 =

q∑
i=1

µi(η̂)(M̃iẐ1 + Ñiu−Gi(ŷ − y))−
q∑

i=1

µi(η)(M̃iZ1 + Ñiu)

e2 =
q∑

i=1

µi(η̂)(J̃iẐ1 +Kiu)−
q∑

i=1

µi(η)(J̃iZ1 +Kiu)

(17)
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which are equivalent to the following equations:
ė1 =

q∑
i=1

µi(η̂)(M̃ie1 −Gi(ŷ − y))−
q∑

i=1

(µi(η)− µi(η̂))(M̃iZ1 + Ñiu)

e2 =
q∑

i=1

µi(η̂)J̃ie1 −
q∑

i=1

(µi(η)− µi(η̂))(J̃iZ1 +Kiu)

(18)

Let Λi = M̃i, Ñi, J̃i, Ki, and using the fact that:

q∑
i=1

(µi(η)− µi(η̂))Λi =
q∑

i,j=1

µi(η)µj(η̂)∆Λij (19)

where ∆Λij = Λi − Λj.
Hence, the equation (18) becomes:
ė1 =

q∑
i=1

µi(η̂)(M̃ie1 −Gi(ŷ − y))−
q∑

i,j=1

µi(η)µj(η̂)(∆M̃ijZ1 + ∆Ñiju)

e2 =
q∑

i=1

µi(η̂)J̃ie1 −
q∑

i,j=1

µi(η)µj(η̂)(∆J̃ijZ1 + ∆K̃iju)

(20)

Since
q∑

i=1

µi(η) = 1, equality (20) can be written as follows:


ė1 =

q∑
i,j=1

µi(η)µj(η̂)(M̃je1 −Gj(ŷ − y))−
q∑

i,j=1

µi(η)µj(η̂)(∆M̃ijZ1 + ∆Ñiju)

e2 =
q∑

i,j=1

µi(η)µj(η̂)(J̃je1 −∆J̃ijZ1 −∆K̃iju)

(21)

Similarly, y and ŷ can be written as follows:
y =

q∑
i,k=1

µi(η)µk(η̂)[(R̃k + ∆R̃ik)Z1 + (Sk + ∆Sik)u]

ŷ =
q∑

i,k=1

µi(η)µk(η̂)(R̃kẐ1 + Sku)

(22)

where ∆R̃ik = R̃i − R̃k and ∆Sik = Si − Sk.
By substituting (22) in (21), we obtain:

ė1 =
q∑

i,j,k=1

µi(η)µj(η̂)µk(η̂)(Γjke1 + ΦijkZ1 + Ωijku)

e2 =
q∑

i,j=1

µi(η)µj(η̂)(J̃je1 −∆J̃ijZ1 −∆K̃iju)

(23)
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where 
Γjk = M̃j −GjR̃k

Φijk = Gj∆R̃ik −∆M̃ij

Ωijk = Gj∆Sik −∆Ñij

i, j, k ∈ {1, . . . , q}

(24)

Note that to prove the convergence of the estimation error e toward zero, it

suffice to prove that e1 converges to zero. Thus, let Z̃1 =
(
eT1 ZT

1

)T
, we

have: 
˙̃Z1 =

q∑
i,j,k=1

µi(η)µj(η̂)µk(η̂)(AijkZ̃1 + Bijku)

e1 = CZ̃1

(25)

where 
Aijk =

(
Γjk Φijk

0 M̃i

)

Bijk =

(
Ωijk

Ñi

)
C = (I 0)

(26)

Thus the aim is to determine the observer gains Gi (i = 1, . . . , q) to ensure the
stability of (25) while attenuating the effect of the input u on e1. Therefore,
the convergence condition of (15) can be formulated by the following theorem.

Theorem 3.1 : Under above Assumptions 1 and 2, the state estimation
error between the T-S descriptor model (1) and its UIO (15) converges asymp-
totically towards zero, if given λ > 0 there exist matrices Q1 > 0 and Q2 > 0,
Wi, i = 1, . . . , q and a positive scalar β, such that the following LMIs hold:

Πijk =

 Π11 ∗ ∗
Π21 Π22 ∗
Π31 Π32 Π33

 < 0 ∀(i, j, k) ∈ {1, . . . , q}3 (27)

where 

Π11 = M̃T
j Q1 +Q1M̃j −WjR̃k − R̃T

kW
T
j + I + 2λQ1

Π21 = ∆R̃T
ikW

T
j −∆M̃T

ijQ1

Π22 = M̃T
i Q2 +Q2M̃i + 2λQ2

Π31 = ∆S̃T
ikW

T
j −∆ÑT

ijQ1

Π32 = ÑT
i Q2

Π33 = −βI

(28)
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The observer gains in (15) are derived from:

Gi = Q−1
1 Wi (29)

and the attenuation level is:

α =
√
β (30)

Proof of Theorem 3.1 : Considering the following quadratic Lyapunov func-
tion:

V = Z̃T
1 QZ̃1, Q > 0 (31)

with

Q =

(
Q1 0
0 Q2

)
(32)

The time derivative of V along the trajectory of (25) is given by:

V̇ =
q∑

i,j,k=1

µi(η)µj(η̂)µk(η̂)(Z̃T
1 (AT

ijkQ+QAijk)Z̃1 + Z̃T
1 QBijku+ uTBT

ijkQZ̃1) (33)

In order to ensure the stability of (25) and the boundedness of the transfer
from u to e1:

‖e1‖2
‖u‖2

< α, ‖u‖2 6= 0 (34)

we consider the following criterion:

V̇ + eT1 e1 − α2uTu < 0 (35)

Estimation error convergence is exponentially ensured if the following condition
is guaranteed:

V̇ + eT1 e1 − α2uTu < −2λV λ > 0 (36)

From (25) and (33), inequality (36) becomes:
q∑

i,j,k=1

µi(η)µj(η̂)µk(η̂)
(
Z̃T

1 uT
)

Πijk

(
Z̃1

u

)
< 0 (37)

where

Πijk =

(
AT

ijkP +QAijk + CTC + 2λQ QBijk
BT
ijkQ −α2I

)
(38)

The inequality (37) is satisfied if:

Πijk < 0 ∀ i, j, k ∈ {1, . . . , q} (39)

Then, from (24), (26), (32) and the use of the changes of variables:{
Wi = Q1Gi

β = α2 (40)

we establish the LMI conditions (27). The proof is completed.
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4 Numerical illustration

To demonstrate the effectiveness and applicability of the proposed approach of
the unknown input observer synthesis, we consider the following T-S descriptor
model subject to unknown input and unmeasurable premise variable: Eẋ =

2∑
i=1

µi(x)(Aix+Bu+Dd)

y = Cx

(41)

where x ∈ R6, u ∈ R, d ∈ R and y ∈ R3 are the state vector, known input,
unknown input and output, respectively. The matrices numerical values are:

A1 =



0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1

−48.65 48.65 −12.43 0 −1 0
19.36 −11.90 0 0 0 −1


, B =



0
0
0
0

21.62
0



A2 =



0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1

−48.65 48.65 −12.43 0 −1 0
19.36 −53.69 0 0 0 −1


, D =



1
0
1
0
0
0



E =



1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0


, C =

 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0



The membership functions are: µ1(x) = 1− sin(x2)

x2
and µ2(x) =

sin(x2)

x2
.

Notice that, to apply the proposed UIO (21) for (41), it suffices to rewrite the
model (41) in its equivalent form (20) as mentioned in section 2. Thus, by
Theorem 3.1 with η = 0.3 the following observer gain H is obtained:

G1 = 105


−0.00 −0.00 0.00

0.02 0.10 −0.26
0.17 0.92 −2.32
−0.44 −2.31 7.31
−0.00 −0.00 0.00

 , G2 = 108


−0.03 0.14 −0.05

0.00 0.27 0.01
0.12 0.47 0.03
−0.10 0.45 1.57
−0.10 0.13 0.22
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Simulation results with initial conditions:

Z1(0) = [0 0.31 0 0 0]T , Z2(0) = [15.28 − 16.69]T

Ẑ1(0) = [0 0.35 0 0 1]T , Ẑ2(0) = [16.81 − 18.32]T

are given in Figures 1, 2, 3 and 4 where the input u = sin(t) and the expression
of unknown input signal is defined as in Figure 4. These simulation results show
the performances of the proposed UIO (21) with the gain H where the dashed
lines denote the state variables and unknown input estimated by the fuzzy
observer. They show that the observer gives a good estimation of unknown
states and unknown input of the considered fuzzy T-S descriptor model.
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Figure 1: State variables x1, x2 and their estimates
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Figure 2: State variables x3, x4 and their estimates
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Figure 3: State variables x5, x6 and their estimates
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Figure 4: Unknown input d and its estimate

5 Conclusion

In this work, we propose a new fuzzy UIO design method based on explicit
structure in order to estimate the state and unknown inputs for a class of
TSDS with unmeasurable premise variables. The main result is based on the
separation between dynamic and static equations in the TSDS. The developed
approach for the UIO design is based on the synthesis of the augmented fuzzy
models which regroups the differential variables and unknown inputs. The
exponential convergence of the state estimation error is studied using the Lya-
punov theory and L2-gain technique and the existence of conditions ensuring
this convergence is expressed in term of LMIs. To show the good performance
of the proposed fuzzy observer, a T-S descriptor model subject to unknown
input variable is considered. The effectiveness of the proposed method for the
on-line simultaneous estimation of unknown states and unknown input of the
used fuzzy descriptor model is verified by numerical simulation.
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